
 

acceptIT-improve02/14/2021 

@Philosopher King's Knight you didn't say prove? Therefore: We are all part of the whole, 
the material, you, me, a rock somewhere... the immaterial thoughts, flavors, God.... Basically 
its all of the same substance. The difference lies just in groupance. 
Which is also a reason why @Sinious argument seems invalid to me. 

acceptIT-improve02/14/2021 

About consciousness I wrote 
The Link between the flavours of the immaterial world we link into our organs and the data 
we abstract and use to request on flavours 
Basically a link between the material and immaterial on a level 

Master of All Truth & Knowledge02/14/2021 

If there are no absolute truths is true, then at least one absolute truth is true. 

acceptIT-improve02/14/2021 

Whats the difference in material and immaterial? Ehm, not entirely sure, like... density in 
agreement in groupance. 

Master of All Truth & Knowledge02/14/2021 

Material objects have spatial and/or temporal properties. The properties of non-material 
objects are disputed. It's widely accepted that non-material objects lack spatial properties. 
Those who defend irreducible mental properties will grant that they have temporal properties. 
Other non-material objects, like abstracta, may or may not have temporal properties. 

acceptIT-improve02/14/2021 

Whats an abstracta? 

Master of All Truth & Knowledge02/14/2021 

The singular form of abstract objects. 

acceptIT-improve02/14/2021 

For example? 

Master of All Truth & Knowledge02/14/2021 



If abstract objects exist, then the referent of the symbol '1' is a paradigmatic example. 

acceptIT-improve02/14/2021 

I don't think thats the case, its just something that results in the same conclusion from 
derivation of a net of concepts 
But not necessarily something thats absolute 
Its probably possible to perceive sensation that does not inherit the concept of singularity 

acceptIT-improve02/14/2021 

Is the concept of conscious absolut? Not sure Nature of conscious is to structurize the 
immaterial into more density And the nature of life, which partners with conscious is to 

deconstruct lifeforms who fail to do that well To allow them to reform their core in a 

way to do so Which kinda sucks By doing so, consciousness guides being to fuel existing 
I hope that doesn't get misinterpreted to much, its a really complicated topic to think through 
Imo what does that mean? 
-don't screw with Wildlife to much -don't get tired of using ur brains 
-factory farming is no good 

acceptIT-improve02/14/2021 

Apparently spirit makes evolution that reshapes being Being = conscious + life Spirit = 
essence that identifies a conscious 

KairosVal02/15/2021 

::drools:: Damn. So sorry I missed this one when it was happening. 110% my thing. Stupid 
capitalism with it's stupid need to render mental or physical labor for wages to 
survive. ::shakes fist:: 

KairosVal02/15/2021 

Is the concept of conscious absolut? 

That's going to depend on who you talk to. For my take: There's a sense in which 
concepts can be viewed as being absolute or abstract. You could envisage that there is an 
abstract space of all the conceivable concepts, and you could consider that the concept of 
consciousness is a point in that abstract space. But just because you can doesn't mean you 

should. The real question is: Does viewing the concept of consciousness as an abstract 
object add anything interesting or meaningful to our considerations of it? IMHO in this case I 
think it adds more confusion than enlightenment, so I'd consider it to probably be an 
unnecessary intellectual contrivance. But, of course, I could be wrong and I'd happily accept 

correction.  



acceptIT-improve02/15/2021 

I think I agree... but I just don't plan to hide my conclusions or limit me from finding them 
much... 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

acceptIT-improve02/15/2021 

To have inherited great achievements but also - and thats the point - past mistakes that must 
be corrected in us and our actions 
...Also I think I need a break to read through any more of intolerance and ignorance at that 
level... @Papal legate Poope 

acceptIT-improve02/15/2021 

About Poland: Theres this weird effect in human history. Most nations sometimes are 
perpetrators and sometimes victims, so they try to get along teeth grindingly again. Then there 
are the countries who were more perpetrators than victims, which tend to do good 
evonomically, after they have been brought to justice Well because they accept to not be 
perfect and be humble And then theres the countries who were alot more victims than 
perpetrators. They tend to get nationalistic.... Theres also the countries that never seem to be 
put to justice... they also tend to get nationalistic... And then theres countries who mostly just 

do their own thing and try not to get involved much... What do we even do about this?  
The money presents obviously don't solve the issues by themselves 
Its not even just a group or nation thing, even on individual level things seem to often go 
similar 
I have to tell a story about myself 
I mean I already did 
Just for those who didn't read through it, here again; 
Short version: 
I tried to integrate hard time, people didn't accept me. 
I blamed the world 
Then judgement came 
I was asked how I want to shape the world afterwards 
I had a very screwed up vision 
I started to feel very guilty 
I started to improve when I stopped to live in ignorance of truth 
So basically I went blaming=>pride=>guilt=>acceptIT-improve 
Imo it was God's work to take me from pride to guilt 



Or rather from blaming to guilt actually 
But the core of my story is, God seemed to belief its a good idea to fix my blaming/pride state 
by making me feel guilty apparently 
And get me improving this way 
Aaaand how could that be done? 
I'll continue here soon when I have a clue... 
@Papal legate Poope btw what do you think about blaming and taking blame; what makes 
you feel guilty? 

Papal legate Poope02/15/2021 

Morning 

acceptIT-improve02/15/2021 

Hi 

Papal legate Poope02/15/2021 

What makes me feel guilty? I’d say say it’s that thing all people have, the primordial vicar of 
Christ. My conscious. My desire to be just and virtuous met with failure. 

acceptIT-improve02/15/2021 

Well thats something  
Is there a way to utilize your guilt towards christ more broadly into acceptance of a more 
global past of global mistakes and the ones inheriting it 

Papal legate Poope02/15/2021 

inheriting it? Well you see that’s where we differ. Some things that you see as bad I do not. 

acceptIT-improve02/15/2021 

Then why do you have prejudice of Muslims 

Papal legate Poope02/15/2021 

They seem to me invasive. For instance you could look at a place like... Italy for instance and 
say why of course that is a catholic nation. A community of them. Now they have moved 
there with no real intent of being Italian. Oh! Then there are the Balkan nations 

acceptIT-improve02/15/2021 

Ok ok thats enough... 



Papal legate Poope02/15/2021 

Imagine living under ottoman yoke for centuries and when you have had time to recover. A 
few generations of freedoms, bam you must make peace with your former ancestral enemy. 
They must inhabit your land 
Yep that’s all I got on that 

acceptIT-improve02/15/2021 

Lets say a exemplari muslim would appear peaceful and performant in adding to society when 
you get to know him; how does assimilation help? 

Papal legate Poope02/15/2021 

Back 

Improved society? Why didn’t he do so in his home?  
Assimilation helps in that he adopts his new home. Why wouldn’t this person want to? Surely 
if you elect to move somewhere there is something desirable about the destination 
You mention it a few times, what’s Justice? @acceptIT-improve 

acceptIT-improve02/15/2021 

That's different from case to case. In case of an syrian muslim for example, it could be 
because our leaders voted to bomb their "homes" 

Papal legate Poope02/15/2021 

What do you think justice is 

acceptIT-improve02/15/2021 

Justice is putting an optimal amount of guilt on someones concious, that can be transferred 
into improvement into neutral state 

Papal legate Poope02/15/2021 

To you justice is a distribution of guilt? 

acceptIT-improve02/15/2021 

Well the right amount.... 

Papal legate Poope02/15/2021 

What of unscrupulous people. People who suspend their feelings and act against all their 
natural inclinations 



acceptIT-improve02/15/2021 

You mean like iron chariots? Apparently god can't interact with them like that according to 
the Bible 

Papal legate Poope02/15/2021 

So it would seem 
But that all seems like discernment of ones conscience, not justice 
One can also have disordered guilt 
In fact there’s a term for this among Catholics, ones who confess to things that aren’t really 
sins. Scrupulosity 

acceptIT-improve02/15/2021 

Maybe its just not setting a neutral but a case required standard 

The Sacrificial Lambda02/15/2021 

the buddhist concept of remorse vs guilt? 
"One can distinguish two types of guilt: the first one is simply the fact that one is guilty of 
doing something, and the second type refers to seeing or projecting one's mistakes, while not 
knowing what to do about them or refusing to correct them. It is the second type that leads to 
a lot of mental suffering in Western culture. This second type of guilt is a negative, paralysing 
emotion, based on non-acceptance of oneself or the situation one is in, and it leads to 
depression and frustration rather than change or improvement." 
"According to Buddhist psychology, there is a distinction that can be made between the 
feelings of remorse and guilt. If I were to get in an argument with a friend and say something 
hurtful to him or her hastily, feeling remorse after the conversation would be productive. 
Remorse does not look like guilt. It is not prolonged ruminating fueled by self-hatred but a 
pang of feeling that invites us to reflect. Remorse is thought to be a skillful state of mind, a 
byproduct of mindfully reviewing our actions, leading to a realization that we have said or 
done something that has harmed someone else. When we revisit our words or actions to 
experience our sense of regret, we are not necessarily self-flagellating with a barrage of 
negative thoughts (though, of course, that is possible — and unadvisable — too)." 

acceptIT-improve02/15/2021 

Fine, let's call it remorse then... 

The Sacrificial Lambda02/15/2021 

You sure like ellipses, huh? 
 

 

 



 

Ok, so -3 times meat Max per month from march on for me for now -milk? -cheese? -eggs? 
Hmmmm... cheese and eggs ill reduce to gastronomy, meaning if a restaurant or something 
like that uses them its ok +cheese in my hello fresh products I also accept Milk? I'll try to 
find/get used to alternatives 
Basically meaning I won't buy cheese or eggs or milk from the grocery store if I can handle 
that 

 

 

 

 

acceptIT-improve02/14/2021 

About the racism quodt topic: Im trying a more global approach to the topic. Towards 
Disvaluing of difference or rejectance of max inclusion strats: Theres 3 different cases that I 
will mention here: 1: The term, that is/has been used degeratory does not have been connected 
to dramatic suffering yet. Examples term: weeb, nerd 2: The term, that is/has been used 
degeratory to a group does have been connected to dramatic suffering, but the main group 
splits themselves of the whole as a result (I'm aware the nazis also split them off, but I mean 
afterwards) Examples term: jew 3. The term, that is/has been used degeratory to a group does 
have been connected to dramatic suffering, but the main group does not split themselves of 
the whole as a result, but tries to integrate Examples term: the n-word In that view, the n-word 
can be understood to not be so much degeratory because history, but more because it negates 
the endeavors of the Black community to be seen as equal. What generally is seen as racist in 
that regard, is not answering those endeavors. By so, I don't think color blindness is the 
answer. 

acceptIT-improve02/14/2021 

@Shaman of Pragmatism did I get that right? Hopefully? 

CEO of Canada™02/14/2021 

Ok when I see color blindness I think of not being able to see reds or greens, so like someone 
explain.... 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Starman02/15/2021 

If you actually watch the podcast, Harris doesn’t challenge Murray’s position at all, and 
actually finds more agreement than disagreement 
Murray is the author of the “Bell Curve” 

acceptIT-improve02/15/2021 

Whats that? 
Imo poverty in certain areas have to do with "past conflicts" and red pill and such 
Maybe I should elaborate a little... hm... 

acceptIT-improve02/15/2021 

Ok so... oof -parents do inherit stuff to their children -race doesn't have to do with that. I mean 
the children inherit the race from their parents, but race doesn't push inheritance. Why would 
race push certain inheritance?!? Im not sure I should go to that ugly topic but anyway Imo a 
golden-red-river tends to act nice because his parents and environmental conditions. He might 
inherit biological traits from parents, but not race. So ehm... a race develops based on -how it 
is treated based on preference -environmental conditions -past karma The attributes of race 
contain -certain frames of appearance -what logically follows, like uv resistance But not 
Intelligence, behaviour etc, which is inherited independent of race Imo we have to do with a 
case of bogus correlation here 
The reason why I posted to this topic that kinda sucks is, it might push some solutions 
Obviously how we treat or even the preference can be worked on. Environmental conditions 
also. And karma is a result towards future from the present 

acceptIT-improve02/15/2021 

Can someone please say something... I already feel kinda bad just dealing with this topic.... 

acceptIT-improve02/15/2021 

So basically if theres a alien planet where everyone looks exactly identical. And theres a 
inherited biological trait of pronouncing z more instead of s. And those Aliens are language 
fanatics. We would probably see wazzarists instead racism and similar conditional effects 
where the z-aliens have more poverty and whatnot 
And the s-aliens would point at them for whatever goes alongside with that, not seeing, its 
actually their own fault at the root 
They should work on their weird language sound preference fanatism 

CEO of Monarchy02/15/2021 

I’m just not sure what to say lol 
 

 

 



 

acceptIT-improve02/18/2021 

1+1=3? 

acceptIT-improve02/18/2021 

Thanks? I don't quite understand though 

Inhuman Fox Being02/18/2021 

You should put that on a T-Shirt. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Libra02/19/2021 

You have the Theist role? @acceptIT-improve 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

(I assume you did not sleep considering you posted 4 minutes ago) 

Libra02/19/2021 

And Spiritual. 
What exactly are your beliefs? 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Let me see... how to tldr that and not just repeat myself... hm... 

Libra02/19/2021 

Personally I hate tldr. 
Be as thorough as you can, if you'd like. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

I assume 246 pages are a little long though? 
DinA4 

Libra02/19/2021 

Lol. 
Perhaps. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

If they are not, check my status message 
So the tldr is 
11 years ago this universe was created 
From our perspective 

Libra02/19/2021 

You believe the world ended in 2010? 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Yes 



Libra02/19/2021 

I see. 
Go on. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

So the old universe Manager of the ending world I was in put me here... and he helps the 
creation of 2 new universe in cooperation with Yahwe 

Libra02/19/2021 

Interesting. 

 
Is this it? 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

This is one of the new universe 

Libra02/19/2021 

Do I download the pdf? 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Yes, the blue link 



Libra02/19/2021 

I saw you participated in hacking. 
I get quite weary about those things. 
Any hacks on the website? Is the pdf a virus? 
Just curious. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Lol did you actually read what I wrote there 

Libra02/19/2021 

Nope. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

You should 

Libra02/19/2021 

I will, sometime, if you'd like me to. 
However, I'm more interested in your theological beliefs right now. 
Wow, you wrote 246 pages. 
I thought that was an exaggeration lol. 
Question: Do you do magick of any kind? 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

The warp I guess 

Libra02/19/2021 

Warp? 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Uhm like acceptIT-improveToday at 12:15 PM So how to we move our arm? So basically 
there is the immaterial world. In the immaterial world flavours(Ideas) form by value distance 
grouping. The upper group is sending information down on a value it needs. Like the 
coordinates the arm is going to need to go. Then the lower groups detail that request, by 
alligning to the requested value. In the material world, the immaterial world is still in the 
background. Like a void is not really nothing. Thats basically the keeping the information up 
in mind. We go with the resulting interpretation or not. Then we stream this information to 
our organs, by keeping the belive - the force behind the interpretation flow from our flavours 
to our organs - up So what are we? >>>>>The "Link" between interpretation(belief) and 
abstraction(our understanding of the underlying reality)<<<<< - The Link between the 



flavours of the immaterial world we link into our organs and the data we abstract and use to 
request on flavours 
Sorry that was not from today though... 

Libra02/19/2021 

I find this very intriguing. 
I was skimming the paper though, and it seems very disorganized, no offense. 
I would love to read it though. 
But perhaps, if you're trying to account for your own beliefs, you could have organized it a bit 
better. Although it seems like you were aiming for a biography rather than accounting for 
beliefs. 
So that would make sense then. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

So the utilization of this warp functionality can be used for things like Telepathy to an extent 
And Information gain Syncing up to God to an extent 

Libra02/19/2021 

Ok. 
I think you'll have to elaborate and define many of the concepts you're using. 
They seem unique to you only. 
You seem to be describing Platonism to an extent. 
Would you mind if I went over what you said before? 
@acceptIT-improve 
Unless, you're busy, then that's fine. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Please continue 

Libra02/19/2021 

Would you like me to? 
I'm a bit busy myself. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Sure I would like to hear 

Libra02/19/2021 

Define immaterial world. 
 

 



Libra02/19/2021 

What is that? 
@acceptIT-improve 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Ok so everything, God, we, a rock somewhere is made of the same substance 

Libra02/19/2021 

Do you mean the abstract world? Or an ontological immateriality? (Ontological meaning, a 
real manifesting existence). 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

The material, unlike the immaterial can't be redefined by conscious will easily, because its 
fixed from above 
I count void also in there 

Libra02/19/2021 

What is the immaterial though? 
I am starting to follow. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Sorry I'm trying to find something 

Libra02/19/2021 

All good. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

https://youtu.be/J3xLuZNKhlY 
YouTube 
Veritasium 
Empty Space is NOT Empty 



@Libra did that answer it enough? 

Libra02/19/2021 

No because I have no idea how that's related. 
Immaterial would be the absolute lack of materiality. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

But thats literally what it is... 
Quantum spins are not material 



Libra02/19/2021 

I think I'm starting to see now. 
Your system seems to be Quantum Mechanics made theological. 
Yes...? 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Made? Its more like the substance that always existed 

Libra02/19/2021 

Made as in, transformed. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Oh, sure 

Libra02/19/2021 

Because Quantum Mechanics isn't inherently theological. 
But you "made" it that way. 
By transforming it. 
Using your own creativity. 
I also have no idea what the video is talking about. 
I'm not familiar with what a "quantum field fluctuation" is. 
A lot of science uses terminology that laymen aren't familiar with, and it can make it sound 
confusing because they don't define anything. 
But really they're just unique scienticic names applied to existing things that are simply 
studied. 
They're not complex syllogisms that need to be deciphered, but just studied objects, big or 
small. 
I just wish they were more explanatory. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Seems like it 

Libra02/19/2021 

I'm not talking about you by the way. 
You're fine. 
I just mean scientists in general. 
Do you know what a "quantum field fluctuation" is? 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 



I would assume its the hopping around of the spins in that box 
That you see in the video 

Libra02/19/2021 

What are the spins? 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

A spin is like the current moving direction 
Of one of those smallest parts 

Libra02/19/2021 

I see. 
What are those smallest parts? 
A part would be describing something composite. 
And thus, material. 
I know you say it's immaterial, but I'm saying it it truly is, then "part" would be a confusing 
term. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

I see them as something like "data" 

Libra02/19/2021 

Elaborate. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Hm ok so let's start from... 
We know what the Atomic space looks like... 

Libra02/19/2021 

What is Atomic space? 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

The level of view where you look at atoms 

Libra02/19/2021 

Ok. 



acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

When you zoom out of there, and go to the material "realm" by zooming out, it has little to do 
with the reality of the Atomic space 
 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Its an abstraction, abstracted so much, that it is redefined 
The same applies from data to atoms 

Libra02/19/2021 

So data is looking in further than the Atomic space? 
Or rather, further into it, as one would use a microscope to see atoms. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

I guess thats a way to put it 

Libra02/19/2021 

That's what I seem to be getting. 
Ok. 
What exactly is the data? 
I'm still confused on that. 
You can name it whatever you like, small parts, data, etc, but that still doesn't tell me what it 
is. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Its a set of information 

Libra02/19/2021 

I hope my questions aren't annoying you at all. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

No they are very helpful 

Libra02/19/2021 

I see. 

Libra02/19/2021 



Describe the information to me. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Information... hm.. its knowledge 

Libra02/19/2021 

Knowledge is taking in information though. 
So I'm not sure if that's a good way to describe it. 
But I guess I can ask you: knowledge of what exactly? 
Is it smaller particles? 
Is it motion? 
Movement? 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Like of the higher 

Libra02/19/2021 

Divine? 
Spiritual you mean? 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

At the top level, sure 

Libra02/19/2021 

I see. 
Would you say this information is comparable to particles? 
Like transcendent particles. 
Yeah? 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Particles like quantum spins? 

Libra02/19/2021 

I'm not sure if you can describe a motion as a particle. 
Act is a different category than something ontological. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Well I mean its not that we would know of a quantum spin particle existing, its more of a field 



Libra02/19/2021 

What do you mean by field? 
Like energy? 

Inhuman Fox Being02/19/2021 

Heyo! 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Hi 

Libra02/19/2021 

@Inhuman Fox Being Greetings! 
How are you on this fine night? 

Inhuman Fox Being02/19/2021 

Well, I am getting ready to leave this afternoon. 

Libra02/19/2021 

I see. 
Where to? 

Inhuman Fox Being02/19/2021 

College, lol 

Libra02/19/2021 

Hell* 
Correction. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Yes something along those lines 

Libra02/19/2021 

@acceptIT-improve I've always been confused as to what energy is. 

Inhuman Fox Being02/19/2021 



I suppose I will have to find out.  

Libra02/19/2021 

Energy is described as something in motion, yet something existing at the same time. 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

Potential force? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

acceptIT-improve02/19/2021 

@Inhuman Fox Being Ok so higher realms of theoretical existence? Depends on -that which 
has a conscious And -that which hasn't I would assume the highest has a conscious and is 
Yahwe By so it can direct down to reconstruct the values of the entities with a small limitation 
of values connected to a lower conscious that "disconnected" you know, the "iron chariots "... 
its more like a brake than a stop though Higher existence planes can skip conscious on a level 
probably But probably not on the highest, since that would basically disconnect the whole, by 
so stop the interaction of entities to each other. You can see the effects on a lower scale after a 
body died 
 

 

 

 

 

Gunther Zielke02/20/2021 



I am not sure how something can come out of nothing without being infinite in number or 
zero unless some law was keeping them from popping up that precedes them, let alone 
something uncreatable popping into existence even once 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Well doesn't it happen in your brain all the time... 

Gunther Zielke02/20/2021 

What does exactly? 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Hm... I even read somewhere about it... lemme find it 
I suppose it was here somewhere? 

02/20/2021 

Struts in 
I do believe that 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Anyway some brain scientists used a rat brain tissue and put an electrical signal in. Structures 
appeared that are matrix like, and disappeared into nothing 

02/20/2021 

Well I’m Circumflex 

02/20/2021 

. 

Gunther Zielke02/20/2021 

Possible. But what keeps them from not producing an infinite number of things that are out of 
nothing? 
Unless there is some connection between the production and the amount 
In which case it isn't really from nothing 

02/20/2021 

You all need to get in touch 
With your spirituality 



Like 
Get magical jewelry 

Gunther Zielke02/20/2021 

I am not spiritual so much as dialectical. Not that I know what dialectical means. 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

https://interestingengineering.com/the-human-brain-is-capable-of-building-structures-with-
up-to-11-dimensions 
The Human Brain Is Capable of Building Structures With Up to 11 Dim... 
A study conducted by a Swiss research initiative shows the human brain’s structures operate 
in up to 11 dimensions. 

 

02/20/2021 



 
Look how happy she was 
With her magical jewelry 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

A concious? 

02/20/2021 

@CEO of Monarchy 
 

 
You’ve lost yourself to the illusion!! 
Telepathy! 
I’m feeling very 
Good 



Thanks yawl 

Gunther Zielke02/20/2021 

Yes, what makes this ethereal structure you have shown to exist produce less than an infinite 
number of things out of thin air? If it is a conscience then they're not really being produced 
out of thin air, they're being produced in some sense by that consciousness. Unless you're 
saying that the consciousness does in fact create something and all that happens is it 
disappears into nothing, which is entirely possible unless it is made of mass energy or 
spacetime. In which case it is not possible. So unless its material goes somewhere outside of 
this universe or it goes somewhere inside it it would break the various laws of conservation. 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

I think a concious acts as a Decider, at least here in this universe It decides in or out 
Its literally what I do to control my mind decently 

Gunther Zielke02/20/2021 

Right, but certainly you can't think that consciousness is produced by anything but reactions 
in our brain? 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

What? Why? No, not quite 
Here in this realm, our consciousness underlies Yahwes consciousness, thats why it has to do 
with reactions in our brain 

Gunther Zielke02/20/2021 

Ah, so you're some variety of an Abrahamic monotheist? 
  



And in # ・qotd-discussion 

Inhuman Fox Being02/20/2021 

That would make sense if all the "forces" or values acted with equal magnitude for set levels, 
wouldn't they? 

Inhuman Fox Being02/20/2021 

I am still a bit confused, but it might just be how it is worded. 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Also this and 

 

Inhuman Fox Being02/20/2021 

I did see this, but I have a few disputes on how Consciousness is defined. Is it merely 
presence in all "states" or is it more like a Classical definition? How do you know something 
is purely conscious without knowing how. 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Consciousness as in abstraction of a data stream into perception 

Inhuman Fox Being02/20/2021 



But different states perceive differently which cannot be set into similar packets or so I would 
assume. 
So is one conscious higher than the other by virtue of how much it perceives? 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

And the reaction to it possibly 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Hm... I think its more what you can look into 

Inhuman Fox Being02/20/2021 

So if I choose to put a human under full sensory deprivation and then disable there thought, 
do they stop being conscious? 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Is there an verb to consciousness? They stop conceiving or so 
Or rather there conceive nothing 

Inhuman Fox Being02/20/2021 

I would say conscious is, at best, a realization of what is being perceived. The more you 
understand, the less you can affect something. The less you understand, the more you will 
seek to. Somehow, this is the only thing I know which is naturally negentropic. Of course, as 
with everything else, there are always exceptions. But realization is more than simply 
knowing and understanding what is being perceived but to be familiar with it intimately. So 
the more you know, the less you can affect it. Just like the HUP but in terms of relativistic 
definitions of Conscious Natures. 
If conscious can be perfectly simulated, it will end at the same place we are once we give it 
enough data because it will reach a cliff edge and its desire to know more will peter put the 
more it knows. So all realizations have a natural limit to them but since there are infinite 
intervals between any two solid real values, you can always know more without reaching the 
limit but it will still be very very low after a certain point. 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Well that seems like a better explanation of what I wrote, but its kinda what I meant 

Inhuman Fox Being02/20/2021 

Is that so? But then this is the exact opposite of implying that God is the highest conscious 
state, is it not? 
The more a conscious being knows, the less it can affect its natural state. The expense is not 
knowing or at least, not realizing what it knows. 



acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Isn't God unchanging? Highest conscious state hm... that doesn't contradict it? Right? 

Inhuman Fox Being02/20/2021 

Yeah, that is a presupposition. How do you know if consciousness (like often observed in 
humans [the only definite conscious beings I know of]) isn't fluid? 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Oh wait... yeah I said abstraction.. nvm I think I get your point 

Inhuman Fox Being02/20/2021 

And it does contradict it. If data is purely just raw and unprocessed values, the being grouping 
it is like, in computers, would only be of a certain capacity and has one function that doesn't 
change the values themselves. In here, you are substituting God with the Machine doing the 
sorting and not the person that is defining those values (which are, as far as we know, 
universally constant) 
So which one is God? If it is both, that defeats the purpose of having data in the first place and 
more likely than not, solidifies certain opinions that say God is dreaming the universe in his 
head but lucidly. Kind of like Azathoth. 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Ok impressive conclusion, thanks  

Inhuman Fox Being02/20/2021 

Perhaps you could...I dunno, shed some light onto those conclusions? I am not defining 
anything outside of what you generally laid down. I would like to talk more about the data 
values themselves. 
Are they uniform or relative in definition, purpose and structure? 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Yeah but I concluded the top conscious wrong and you showed me 

Inhuman Fox Being02/20/2021 

Exactly. There is always an alternative that will break my argument, right. So if you are right, 
which you are, you should be able to tell me what exactly is the Conscious Value of God or 
whatever can be assigned to it. I would say levels will do quite well. 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 



Ok I think I take my time answering instead of making a fool out of me.. 

Inhuman Fox Being02/20/2021 

Of course. You actually make sense, lol. I just have a lot of questions more than I have 
arguments against the ideas themselves. 

Dw, you are doing fine.  

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Until sometime later then take care  

Inhuman Fox Being02/20/2021 

Thanks! Take care yourself, m8! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ahh, ok then. 

Inhuman Fox Being02/21/2021 

 

acceptIT-improve02/21/2021 

Is it weird when I say I seem to understand Christianity and the old and new testament now 

better because I read the first chapter of Manu Smriti?  

Inhuman Fox Being02/21/2021 



The what? 
No offense. 

acceptIT-improve02/21/2021 

Scripture from Hinduism 

Inhuman Fox Being02/21/2021 

What does it say? 
Oh no, does it also say some variation of LTBL? 

acceptIT-improve02/21/2021 

https://archive.org/details/ManuSmriti_201601/mode/2up 
Internet Archive 
Manusmriti in Sanskrit with English Translation : Free Download, Bo... 
Manu Smriti in Sanskrit Sloka with English Translation. 

 
I feel like I finally understand the trinity 
Ltbl? 

Inhuman Fox Being02/21/2021 

Let there be Light. 
Too tired rn lol. 
See ya tomorrow, I guess. 
Byeee!! 

acceptIT-improve02/21/2021 

Bye till tomorrow  

acceptIT-improve02/21/2021 

I mean theres Yahwe, the Lord, the Holy spirit, the Father, the son I think I finally got to 

understand  

acceptIT-improve02/21/2021 



So basically Yahwe is the everything and has a conscious mind that "reflects on its awareness 
" as far as I can tell Then The Lord is the first and most powerful user; he's the first who took 
human form; he also creates universe through Yahwe Then The holy spirit refers to being able 
to use the warp Then Then the father is the "last son" of the previous universe and selects and 
oversees the new son Then The son is the one handling/managing the universe somehow 
I should read the Bible soon 
Btw the Lord also details the plans 

So yeah, sorta makes sense to me this way And Hinduism basically seemed to also say 
similar 

Gajendra02/21/2021 

You understand the Christian trinity from the first chapter of the Manusmriti? 

acceptIT-improve02/21/2021 

Yap I guess, better than before anyway 

Gajendra02/21/2021 

But how so when it doesn't talk about Jesus, the father, and the holy spirit? 

acceptIT-improve02/21/2021 

Thats just terms, they just use different terms 
Before manusmriti I read 

 

Which also has it, just packed more complicated  



Gajendra02/21/2021 

Ok, well the first chapter of the Manusmriti is not talking about Jesus. 

acceptIT-improve02/21/2021 

Why are there religious tensions and wars when they basically all say the same thing  

Gajendra02/21/2021 

It talks about God and stuff but not Jesus, since Jesus is not recognized in Hindu scriptures 
since they were written long before Jesus. 

Gajendra02/21/2021 

1) They want to prove themselves to be right 2) There are some differences between religions 

acceptIT-improve02/21/2021 

Sorta complicated, but it could be manu... 
Or what would 1.33 talking about otherwise? 

 

Libra02/21/2021 

They don't, that's the thing. 
We have very different theologies. 
Moral teaching might be the same thing in a sense, but metaphysics, epostemology, all that is 
different. 

acceptIT-improve02/21/2021 

You can say "I am eating dinner tonight" and "theres plenty food for me after evening" They 
are different in detail, but the basic information is the same. 

acceptIT-improve02/21/2021 

How? Isn't it just what I posted above + creation of 2 universe after time x?  
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What do you think about The indicator of faith is the ability to process without self reflection 
From The ability to manage beliefs It would be What results of that To process from 
everything 
Also I think with that I found the final level 

 

 

 

Reason: using the ability of conclusion from available evidence and theoretical estimations of 
probability of possibilities 
Experience: personal events one has perceived used as evidence 
Personal advantage: choice per what seems more profitable or useful 
Something like that... 

 

 

Inhuman Fox Being02/23/2021 



Is the mind outside the body? 

acceptIT-improve02/23/2021 

You can imagine 3,4,5 being linked to each body to its side On view of being left 

acceptIT-improve02/23/2021 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



acceptIT-improve02/23/2021 

Can someone tell me if Muslims eat rabbits?  

acceptIT-improve02/23/2021 

Nvm I guess I found the dietary law answer 
So its ok to eat what has or 
Had other purpose 
For animals 
Basically those animals need a method to contribute in life 
So pigs are not ok unless you drink pig milk, lol 

 

 

 

 

acceptIT-improveToday at 11:02 AM 

To be honest I worked a long time on taming down the flames... Refining my emotions should 
help... I tried to dive before and this came out of it: Yama is you because ambitious world 
eating continues.. You at hand hope towards undergoing metamorphosis, continue to strife 
into something better. Therefore global hope is at hand. There are forces that look up ahead 
helping them to go beyond the circles of hate. Then there is the ones afraid to not get their 
place. Jealous of groups profiting of new agreements. This ethereal question how do you 
handle the ones who do not accept Acceptance. In reality you undergo the same process. 
Reflect upon agreement, represent you, because of you 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Inhuman Fox BeingYesterday at 7:46 PM 

You do like grouping things. You literally bring things together. I title thee, Harbinger. Arise 
and walk thy path, Seeker of Light. May the Light of Life never leave thine eyes ever 
resplendent. 

acceptIT-improveYesterday at 8:02 PM 



Harbinger has a bad ring in some languages, maybe Harbinger by Acceptance 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

@Khrow Well generally, and also when looking at Jesus on the cross, you blame yourself to be good, 
or others to become evil. Its obvious which road Hitler took, what about yourself? 

You chose, because thats what consciousness do to structurize. You decide in or out. On everything. 
That on everything which didn't get in is assumed evil. 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Yours is like the nazis on the door scenario... you get so absorbed into the question at hand, that you 
fail to see the surrounding truth. What Caused the Question at hand. Will you solve it yourself? Do 
you transform evil into good? Or the opposite? If you still wonder about Hitler being a Christian, he 
certainly wasn't in his heart. Its not about IF you believe, but about HOW Oh I won't say "What the 
last 3 words were" because not everyone swings the hammer of fear. 

So was the Cause blaming others or not? 

Without having read it, was his book about blaming others? 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Its like How much tolerance towards in and out onto outwards do you give How much tolerance 
towards in and out onto inwards do you give Christs is outwards to the max, but gently guide to the 
better Inwards towards no tolerance of not meeting the purpose of will As Hitler did Inwards towards 
max tolerating not meeting purpose of will Outwards min tolerance and slowly guiding towards 
degress 

Obviously Inwards is the realm of your mind and outwards reality 

And we are talking what decisions you make... what flavours you accept or not 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Its a school of thought, with a test at the end. Is math trash because some cant calculate? 

 



 

 

 

 

 

acceptIT-improve01/17/2021 

Happiness and sadness and pain and pleasure are merely guiding posts. There is a person who 
does not feel pain due to a genetic disorder. Do you think he leads a happy life? What do you 
guess? In fact, he has broken his bones accidently like a 1000 Times and is almost incabable 
of moving. Pain is 1. Informative. 2. Because we are stupid, and tend to not put enough 
weight to its impotance, it can pressure us to allignment. So its like a organ is talking to us: 
Hey this is not ok => emitting pain to us to make us stop or correct our treatment of the organ 
So what about sadness and pleasure? Happiness and depression? Our subconscious is like the 
library of all that we have taken in us in terms of information and impressions. Sadness and 
pleasure are like the short term feedback of our subconscioussness. While General Happiness 
and depression is the actual State your Mind is different. General Happiness is like saying 
"hey everythings fine". While depression is more like a challenge. The thing is from suffering 
we can grow. The correct thing to do is change the way your thinking. Whenever a flavour 
appears in our brain, we already make a decision. Go about it in good ways or bad ways. 
@ThatGuyStanding challenge the way you are thinking. I know its difficult. 

 

 

 

TheArbiter02/01/2021 

No I just do 
It's sort of a prayer ritual 
I absolutely hate god if at all there's that sort of a being 

acceptIT-improve02/01/2021 

...ehm... last time I did that I got an awful lot of responsibility... But dont think you can force 
that 
Just try to make an decent concept... Can you best Engine -value distance grouping Mode -
free ocean liner will Divine interaction -soft guidance 
@TheArbiter 

TheArbiter02/01/2021 

Oka 



acceptIT-improve02/01/2021 

@TheArbiter If you hate the game, stop hating and start recommend reasonable 
improvements to its requirements If you hate the games maker, start asking yourself and 
people who know why you are not where you think you should be @TheArbiter 

TheArbiter02/01/2021 

I mean I come from a poor country and depravity is very easily visible so I don't think there's 
any grand scheme behind things that makes any sense 

acceptIT-improve02/01/2021 

Its basically inheritance... from an conflict So improve and get along 

TheArbiter02/01/2021 

Get along with? 
Improve? 
Please elaborate good sir/ma'am/other pronoun 
My misotheism is very private and nobody will ever know about it 

acceptIT-improve02/01/2021 

Get along with => universe and maker Improve => self and universe and rather constructively 
complain with understanding 

TheArbiter02/01/2021 

Afa as my efforts are concerned I would not like to seem like I am bragging but I am just a 
soldier of the cause of universal education no further details must be provided. 
It's absolutely not justified that I am not even allowed to complain 
I don't see why can't I 

acceptIT-improve02/01/2021 

Where did I say: don't complain? 

TheArbiter02/01/2021 

I might have comprehend it wrong then 
Ok so you're saying a good thing 
I appreciate your sentiment 
And I shall try to inculcate it 

acceptIT-improve02/01/2021 



Nice  

TheArbiter02/01/2021 

Good talk 
Thank you 

acceptIT-improve02/01/2021 

With pleasure 
 

 

 

 

 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

I just put the question somewhere: Is religion false because the ones who don't get to 
comprehend it right Is math false if you can't calculate right 

Doomsmau02/20/2021 

Religon is not false even if one does not comprehend it. But it is false if it stops being true 
today. 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

What can something stop to be true? 
Imo only God can 

AmariBot 

BOT02/20/2021 

@acceptIT-improve 
acceptIT-improve 
CONGRATS You are now level 23!!! 

 
Atheism 



Doomsmau02/20/2021 

The creator can be true today as it has been in the past. The only way it can stop being true if 
there ie evidence beyond a doubt that he is unable to exist. 
Which there is not, I would argue there is more pointing to a God then to a lack of one, but 
that is my view. 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Evidence or proof does not make something true, and it doesn't make something untrue 
It just shows something 

Doomsmau02/20/2021 

Sure it shows something. 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

So what you wrote 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Imo 
Thats impossible to happen 

Doomsmau02/20/2021 

No if something is proven false it just is false. Facts outweigh supersitition or beliefs 100 
percent of the time. 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

But what you wrote is impossible to happen logically 

Doomsmau02/20/2021 

How so? Do you see evidence for the existence to be false? If so I am all ears, in fact I am in a 
few Christian servers that if their faith is false would become atheist. 
But it has to be beyond a shadow of a doubt, else our view of God is equally acceptable as the 
lack of one. 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

No what I'm saying: -Something that has shown the ability to exist and is certainly true 
=>cannot be certainly false, the proof would be 



acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Therfore, and the conceptual reality being shown proofs it certainly Christ being true. The 
only thing that could be false is error in record We have -a conceptual record -a proof of 
concept I don't see how it couldn't be true 

Doomsmau02/20/2021 

Sure, I see that I see the proof being overwhelmingly for Christ. Atheist recognize he exist but 
doubt his divinity, this is reasonable. The proof of Christ death would be enough for many 
people but we do not have his death shaul anymore. 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Divinity is a thing of merit from the right places. 

Doomsmau02/20/2021 

Are you talking about merit in character? 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Merit in what you CAN be 

Doomsmau02/20/2021 

Ahh so our potential given to us by God. 

acceptIT-improve02/20/2021 

Still have to make use of it... 
 

 

 

 

acceptIT-improve 

02/01/2021 

Love is the inner communication of expected value grouping success... something like that 

02/01/2021 



You want an more simple but still holistic explanation?... Ehm.... hm.... its like you reach the final 
boss in an hard video game and when she says yes its ng+ 

02/01/2021 

Maybe... 

02/01/2021 

Or ng with addon 

02/01/2021 

You know its technically still the same game 

 

  



acceptIT-improve 

Yesterday at 6:10 PM 

Yo What do you guys think of 1.1 Spiritualism is a tool to create reasonable beliefs from ability 
to manage awareness 1.2 Faith is the ability to manage beliefs 1.3 Belief is strongly assuming 
something 2.1 Wisdom is belief thats proofed for one on individual level 2.2. Intelligence is the ability 
to aquire wisdom from using methodic research of existing Wisdom, or creating anew, from 
methodic use of spirituality 3.1 Knowledge is wisdom with acceptance and often inclusion of the 
"how" 3.2 Science is a tool to make Knowledge out of wisdom using methodic processes 3.3 Theology 
is a science of handling Faith and Spiritualism into the ethereal 

Yesterday at 6:15 PM 

Connection of harmony of diversity of everything  

Yesterday at 6:17 PM 

That doesn't follow. I can believe there's a python in my toilet, but usually there isn't  

Yesterday at 6:19 PM 

Basically getting each other into a spectrum of acceptance  

Yesterday at 6:22 PM 

Beliefs can only be accepted on individual level, each person manages them on their own per faith 

Yesterday at 6:23 PM 

But I'd guess you meant tolerated? 

Yesterday at 6:29 PM 

Its a difference if you accept a person or accept their beliefs as your own Accepting a person means 
to give them a place in your heart, or, less fancy Choosing "to give them time and attention and 
goodwill when they request so" because everyone is decent enough 

Yesterday at 6:32 PM 

Thats the goal 



Yesterday at 6:34 PM 

Imo they are compact and on the dot And they connect whats to connect 

 

 

 

 

Yesterday at 10:32 PM 

That sounds about right, How so, is by recognizing patterns and getting inclinations from the ethereal 

Yesterday at 10:37 PM 

This one you got wrong; someone in another server said something like"maybe a system of believing 
would be easier to understand" And yes, its about managing your beliefs but usually in a way to 
make them useful/systematic A high level of faith allows for easy adaption or dropping of certain 
beliefs based on your will 

 

 

 

acceptIT-improve 

Yesterday at 10:43 PM 

Belief as minimization of assumptions? That is just belief out of fear with weak faith. Its weak belief. 
If it were strong you wouldn't have to worry about assumptions. 

Yesterday at 10:45 PM 

That conclusion you did there does not follow. 

Yesterday at 10:56 PM 

No will can have to do with it based on your faith 

Yesterday at 10:59 PM 

Thats why your better of using a system on faith 

Yesterday at 11:01 PM 



Are you trolling now? When you use a systematic approach with faith to have a reasonable set of 
beliefs, what does it have to do with deception 

Yesterday at 11:10 PM 

" A high level of faith allows for easy adaption or dropping of certain beliefs based on your will " 

Yesterday at 11:11 PM 

Its needed to get a system into your total set of beliefs 

Yesterday at 11:12 PM 

For example how I made something catmu like 

Yesterday at 11:14 PM 

http://ctmucommunity.org/wiki/Cognitive-Theoretic_Model_of_the_Universe 

Cognitive-Theoretic Model of the Universe 

The Cognitive-Theoretic Model of the Universe or CTMU (pronounced "cat-mew") is the first self-
simulation theory of the relationship between mind and reality. Its author, Christopher Michael 
Langan, has been billed as "the smartest man in America", with an IQ reported by 20/20 and other 
media sources to have been measured at around 195. Langan c... 

Yesterday at 11:18 PM 

You gain or loose a important skill... 

Yesterday at 11:21 PM 

Ok so I usually don't think hard about difficult problems. I JUST SET my CONTEXT up Then I relax, 
instead the opposite Then I wait till the answer appears in my mind 

Yesterday at 11:25 PM 

You can still use methodic research afterwards... You'd be astounded of the hit rates 

Yesterday at 11:26 PM 

No vocalization or active pushing 

Yesterday at 11:27 PM 

Yeah, let subconscious work, and the universe 



Yesterday at 11:28 PM 

Etheral connection? 

Yesterday at 11:29 PM 

What Spiritualism does, using the warp 

Yesterday at 11:30 PM 

 

Yesterday at 11:32 PM 

But it shows how the warp works; So how to we move our arm? So basically there is the immaterial 
world. In the immaterial world flavours(Ideas) form by value distance grouping. The upper group is 
sending information down on a value it needs. Like the coordinates the arm is going to need to go. 
Then the lower groups detail that request, by alligning to the requested value. In the material world, 
the immaterial world is still in the background. Like a void is not really nothing. Thats basically the 
keeping the information up in mind. We go with the resulting interpretation or not. Then we stream 
this information to our organs, by keeping the belive - the force behind the interpretation flow from 
our flavours to our organs - up So what are we? >>>>>The "Link" between interpretation(belief) and 
abstraction(our understanding of the underlying reality)<<<<< - The Link between the flavours of the 
immaterial world we link into our organs and the data we abstract and use to request on flavours 

Yesterday at 11:37 PM 

Lets say you are 3, then "another" can receive your inclinations through the "warp" 



Yesterday at 11:49 PM 

The Inside being? 

You need faith to not loose self 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Harbinger of AcceptanceYesterday at 10:30 AM 

My definitions are usually Belief is strongly assuming something Wisdom is belief with proof 
Intelligence is the ability to aquire wisdom Knowledge is wisdom with acceptance Science is a tool to 
make Knowledge out of wisdom Faith is the ability to manage beliefs Belief closes the is-ought gap, 
because when you strongly assume something it creates possible actions you decide upon. Both on 
your body and mind. Remember my warp explanation? 

@Utility Monster 

Thanks for the title 

 

 

The Harbinger of AcceptanceYesterday at 4:36 PM 

I'm wondering a little about possible shielding from letting yourself being dragged down by yourself 
or circumstances 

Maybe a good Meditation session topic 

Imo a thing that helps is - awareness 

Whats problematic is, is going without reflection for longer here 

Otherwise you might dive into an pool far on the wrongside 

I tend to fall for that sometimes for awhile  

Those pools are weirdly magnetic and easy to enter... and they suck, lol 

The good ones seem to be more picky about their guests... 

Pool seems like a handy word here 



Like a pool of spirits or inclinations of the universe, To use it for deciding is easy enough To use it for 
making wisdom is harder 

Oh I feel like I'm getting better at diving, at least partly 

@Inhuman Fox Being 

The Trick is basically to train ability of awareness 

Of management of awareness, not maxing it out 

As faith does for belief 

 

 

Your definitions are good, but here I try too keep it small and simple 1.1 Spiritualism is a tool to 
create reasonable beliefs from ability to manage awareness 1.2 Faith is the ability to manage beliefs 
1.3 Belief is strongly assuming something 2.1 Wisdom is belief thats proofed for one on individual 
level 2.2. Intelligence is the ability to aquire wisdom from using methodic research of existing 
Wisdom, or creating anew, from methodic use of spirituality 3.1 Knowledge is wisdom with 
acceptance and often inclusion of the "how" 3.2 Science is a tool to make Knowledge out of wisdom 
using methodic processes 3.3 Theology is a science of handling Faith and Spiritualism into the 
ethereal 

 

The Harbinger of AcceptanceYesterday at 5:27 PM 

Wisdom is the base of knowledge Wisdom is hey the apple falls to the ground Knowledge is, how the 
apple falls to the ground... as Newton used science for that 

 

The Harbinger of AcceptanceYesterday at 7:21 PM 

Do you know "der Weisheit letzter Schluss" Wisdom is the unit/quantisation of elements in the row 
of trying to becoming knowledge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Truthfulness + Openness <= “Truthfulness + Openness” also goes from 0% to 
100% - just because even if you never state a lie ever, and don't hide anything it 
still doesn't mean it’s perfect. Don't get me wrong on that one, what I do mean with 
that, is that you would also have to perfectionize “how you work your 
communication, thinking and feelings out right” - I'll explain it like that: Stating 
everything straight forward can hurt people more than necessary. It's better to 
“work around a lie” NOT by hiding, but instead explain it right. Real Truthfulness 
means not only to “talk no lie” but also to “not think a lie” and feeling right about 
things.  

Example: „Your son asks you: My teacher is a terrible person, don't you think?”. 
Boundary Condition: He's not actually a terrible person, just has a bunch of flaws. You 
would “in your manipulated state” tend to dislike him, because of his difference: 

BEGINNER 

 Level 1: You think his teacher is terrible, and state: “Yeah, he's terrible” <= 0% 
difficulty 

 Level 2: You think his teacher is terrible(or something along those lines), and 
state: “But why, your teacher is great” <= 5% difficulty 

 Level 3: You think his teacher is terrible(or something along those lines), and 
state: “Well... maybe” <= 10% difficulty 

 Level 4: You think his teacher is terrible(or something along those lines), and 
state: “Well... everybody has errors, your teacher also. Maybe just a little 
more” <= 20% difficulty 

ADVANCED 

 Level 5: You think “Well... everybody has errors, your teacher also. Maybe just 
a little more”. You DON'T have negative feelings about the teacher and state -
“Well... everybody has errors, your teacher also. Maybe just a little more”<= 
70% difficulty or something along those lines.  

 Also really sorry if I hurt you with these lines. Not sure how to state that better 
in a way where it still works well though. To be fair I'm somewhat failing these 
lines in this instance with stating it like that itself? Have to rethink how to state 
those.  Actually I thought to highly of myself when I stated that not thinking 
enough of how that would make others feel. That was a big mistake really. 
That I guess I can't do it just yet right. I'll correct those when I think I can do it 
right. So basically I've messed up, yes. I've failed this on those, yes. I'll try 
again and do it right next time. Not hiding my error, now that I see it. Probably 
have a weakness there, because I don't socialise much. Maybe I'll try to 
socialise more? Don't see yet how to make that work without failing it in itself. 
Hopefully I'll eventually see. 

   EXPERT 

 Update: Level 6: The “tune” - “tune your wavelength to others right”. This is 
not about the content of information, but how to transmit it. <= 80% difficulty  

 Update: Level 7: minimize-bias; More than just not having bad feelings about 
someone, not judging someone on unnecessary things. It’s possible to “suspend 
judgment” about certain things, where you should not hold judgement from 
your belief about. For example, you dislike flat-earthers because you like 



science and it seems delusional. Now you could either try to understand them 
(which means to work on your beliefs in a deeper sense) – OR – suspend 
judgement from your belief on the matter of the possibility of a flat earth. 
Depending on the CONTEXT that is not even ridiculous. 

 <= 90% difficulty 

 MASTER 

 Update: Level 8, final level: no-bias - managing to operate without Self-
reflection, then sync up at reasonable times, harmonize into the everything thus 
maximise harmony with the universe;  

Spiritualism is a tool to create reasonable beliefs from ability to manage 
awareness 

This here is similar, but with different application. 

(No thats not “spacing out" while you drive ;).... try to write an essay with zero 
vocalization on your part...just... have the words flowing from your fingers) -
not there yet myself though- 

You have to see not everything about everything is great. So blind trust is 
inappropriate.  

To Master this you gonna get to know every kind of everything.... 

If you’ve tried to write an essay like that, the point supposedly is to train 
diving.  

No better not loose yourself. 

No but, its an democratic approach, every part of everything has its say, you 
are the president... 

Every part of everything -should- have a say, maybe not a vote necessarily.... 

Oh and: Mind your feels 

If you dive into an toxic pool, try to counter with more awareness. 

 

BEYOND 

  Refined feelings. Feelings can get in your way of Truthfullness and openness. So 
if you put them under strict control in your improvement Endevours – The Final 
step would be to get them back – without regress. 

The advantages: You appear more Human and likeable, but much more: Your 
motivation will greatly benefit. 

-This I haven’t managed to do for more than a couple of minutes, and not without 
bias -yet- 


